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Automatic video captioning, where given an input video, a learned model should describe its content 
in textual format.

The problem of translating from the visual domain to a textual one is challenging.

Incorporating the latest technologies in video summarisation, text generation and image captioning, it 
will be able to make an efficient video summarization system with key-frame captions.

This is an improved variant among all the key-frame extraction and captioning models as it introduces 
key-frame extraction and frame captioning modules to be independent of each other.
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A system that offers a brief semantic understanding of a long video through a text summary.

To improve the technique of automatic static summary generation from a video using recent technolo-
gies.

To incorporate two complementary tasks (video summarisation and Image captioning) into a single 
system.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
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LITERATURE SURVEY

Figure 1: Taxonomy of Video Summarization with Key-Frame Captions

TOOLS & DATASETS

Datasets - TvSum and SumMe  dataset is used for 
Video Summarization provide frame-level importance 
score for each video. MSCOCO dataset is used for 
train Image Captioning model. 

Each annotation in MSCOCO contains category id, 
image id, caption.
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The system was implemented using tools like Python, 
Google Colab, InceptionV3, GoogleNet, Flask, Fire-
base, Heroku, ngrok.

Following python libraries were used -
          
           TensorFlow

           Keras
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ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2: System Architecture

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

A video is given as input and it is sampled to obtain all the frames.

With the help of a self attention and a fully connected regressor network, each frame will possess a 
frame level importance score corresponding to them. 

These scores will decide whether the frame should be considered as a key frame or not. Based on 
the regression scores, the change points are identified and the frames with large scene changes are 
considered for further filtration. 

These frames are again reduced to fewer key frames by using K-Means clustering. 

The chosen key frames are given to an image captioning with attention mechanism to generate cap-
tions corresponding to the frames. 

Beam Search is also used as post processing process for better captions

Finally the frames and their respective captions are given as the output
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Video Summarization

Figure 3 : Dataset for Key-frame extraction

Figure 4 : F-scores of video summarisation. 

*Overall System Evaluation

Figure 6 : Graphical representation of user ratings

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Image Captioning

Figure 5 : BLEU scores of image captioning

*User Evaluation

CONCLUSION

The results are optimal and perform better than the existing sys-
tems.

Video summarisation model is able to perform even better than 
all the other models mentioned. 

The image captioning model with attention is equivalent to the 
state-of-the-art.

Model is able to moderately satisfy the user’s expectations. 
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FUTURE WORKS

The model shall be trained on clipart-like objects with another 
dataset so that it can improve the efficiency of captions.

The textual captions can be extended to a textual summary using 
some transformer based algorithm like GPT-2

Video titles can also be generated based on the overall content of 
the textual summary
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